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Practice Note: The Setty decision appears to demonstrate a shift in the US arbitration landscape, and parties may begin to see an increase in the use of equitable estoppel theories by non-signatories.
Ninth Circuit Still Signals Shift in Arbitration Landscape for Non-Signatories
Yes, I may be general counsel now and may have lots of other responsibilities, but I speak litigation. And I have lawyers who speak privacy, and I have lawyers who speak antitrust,” Kelly says.
AAA GC Douglas Kelly Wants His Outside Litigators to Treat In-House Lawyers Like Team Members, Not Just Clients
But in an arbitration, which will be the focus of this blog post going forward, such a discrepancy often puts the neutral in a very difficult position. Why is it so difficult? Clearly, you might say, ...
An AAPI Neutral’s Perspective on Culture and Contract Interpretation
GAR (Global Arbitration Review) is the world's leading international arbitration journal and news service. GAR provides breaking news, daily updates and in-depth monthly features covering ...
Squire Patton Boggs
Robin Callender Smith looks at three important issues - data protection, cybersecurity and technology - that need to be addressed when using video conferencing for international arbitration, a route ...
Video conferencing (Vcon) and international arbitration: Zooming into data privacy, cybersecurity and technology issues in early procedural orders
On July 12, 2016, under the manipulation of the US, the arbitral tribunal on the South China Sea arbitration case issued an "arbitral award" at the request of the Aquino III government of the ...
South China Sea arbitral award should be buried at dustbin of history
He was Professor of Legal Practice ... Co-Chair of the American Society of International Law (ASIL) Asia-Pacific Interest Group, and a Governing Council Member of the China Society of Private ...
Multi-Tier Approaches to the Resolution of International Disputes
The Uniform Bar Exam has been harmful to the preparation of New York state lawyers, argue retired judge Alan D. Scheinkman and Michael Miller, members of the NYSBA Task Force on the New York Bar ...
Why New York Should Withdraw From the Uniform Bar Exam
USA Cycling has not given any further information around the situation, but the AP reported that Huck had requested an arbitration hearing ... in October 2020 and again in April 2021. The guiding ...
Erin Huck Is Representing Team USA in Tokyo In the Cross-Country Mountain Bike Discipline
Other courses cover topics including workplace conflicts, legal disputes, and community, gender and ethnic factors in conflict as well as principles ... like the American Arbitration Association ...
Online Master's Degree in Negotiation and Conflict Management
It’s been a hard time for the American Revolution ... while tolerating — or affirmatively defending — the barbaric practice of chattel slavery in his famous 1852 speech, “What to the ...
Lowry: American Revolution doesn’t deserve the hate
and our arbitration laws are in line with international practice, with parties enjoying ... the provisions on human rights and rule of law principles, as provided for in Articles 4 and 5 of ...
Hong Kong remains a place for business to thrive, no matter what the US says
Until one day we had the chance to attend one of the greatest mediators' lectures Mrs. Susan, who was the co-chair of the dispute resolution section at the American ... arbitration, Arbitration in ...
Global Voices Highlight: A Path to Mediation in the Middle East
The PLT is guided by the following shared principles: We will be bold ... and in labor negotiations and arbitration. A past recipient of the American Jurisprudence Award in Trial Practice, Jerry is co ...
President’s Leadership Team
The bill would remove the mandatory arbitration screening process for ... to look for providers and specialists to move and practice on Guam," the petition stated. Guam Seventh-day Adventist ...
Medical community slams Bill 112
It provides in-depth analysis of the law and practice in the fields of international trade ... articles in journals such as the European Journal of International Law and American Journal of ...
China and International Dispute Resolution in the Context of the 'Belt and Road Initiative'
In this regard, we’re very grateful for American assistance because ... We have been able to apply this kind of practice to the South China Sea as well. Taiwan and the Philippines just signed ...
Diplomatic Access: Taiwan
Law360 (July 9, 2021, 6:45 PM EDT) -- Native American law practitioners are anticipating ... that have a much less direct impact on religious practice than the threat of destroying a religious ...
Native American Cases To Watch In 2nd Half Of 2021
According to the US Chamber of Commerce, over 800 American companies ... exchange of information and binding arbitration in tax disputes. For Ireland, the principles on which "tax sovereignty ...
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